GEORGE GILLAS
MASTER PRACTITIONER NEURO LINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING (NLP)
Why should George Gillas be your next speaker?
Engaging ~ Informative ~ Entertaining ~ Inspirational ~ Approachable
These are some of the most common words from audience feedback.





He has over 30 years as sales person, manager, and trainer. He can relate.
He’s trained sales people, customer service reps, massage therapists,
hypnotherapists, NLP practitioners, and others. He is experienced.
He’s spoken to diverse groups including college students, professional
associations and Kiwanis and Rotary clubs. He’s versatile.
He always delivers tools that immediately impact his audience. He’s practical.

Popular business and personal programs ...
P.O.E.T.©- 4 Easy Steps to Create a Permanent Positive Outlook
Is it fair to say that negativity “between your ears” has an effect on your performance? Do you know anyone who, over time, has gotten good at being angry, or sad,
or fearful? What happens “below the surface” and what, if anything, can we do
about it? P.O.E.T. is a proven system for interrupting the emotional slide and training
your brain to quickly create new patterns and feelings.
Mind Over Matter—If You Don’t Mind, It Doesn’t Matter!
You hear a song and suddenly are transported to another place and time; perhaps
happy or sad… You smell something cooking and instantly you remember being a
child and you experience the same emotions you had all those years ago. How does
this work? Can we learn to consciously manage our minds so we can get control
over our responses? Yes, we can… and this workshop teaches how and why.
Distressed to De-stressed in Three Minutes or Less
You cannot “manage” stress, you can only manage your response to it. We live in a
stress-filled world and stress can make you ill. Learn new approaches to handling
stress that teach you to respond rather than react. These simple techniques actually
work... so save the stress balls for hand exercises...
What Do You Want Instead?
Sometimes we are so deep in the problem that we can only see the problem—but
the solution is always in “not problem”! Learn how to view things differently and
stimulate your creative problem solving skills. “I don’t want ___” is not nearly as
powerful as knowing what you do want. Proven strategies to get you going in the
direction of your desires—not just away from what’s bothering you.

What people are saying…
George Gillas is a high energy, engaging speaker with
a wealth of experience and knowledge that will
captivate your audience, leaving them with new ideas,
insights, motivation, and desire to take action the
minute they leave your meeting or event. We have had
George as a speaker on various topics, ranging from
Sales Training to NLP, and every time he delivers the
best message of the meeting...
~ Joe Grushkin, CEO & President
MaxExposure! Social Media

Thanks for your outstanding presentation… it is always
refreshing to hear someone speak effectively on a
subject and demonstrate such a common-sense
approach as you did… it was helpful to hear about the
practical approaches you exposed to us…
~ Paul Barnes, Executive Director, Program
Chair Kiwanis Club of Phoenix

Your presentation was content rich. You gave practical
take-a-ways that I was able to apply immediately…
you have a fun sense of humor and outstanding
presentation skills...I would definitely attend
a longer seminar.
~ Connie Kadansky, President Exceptional
Sales Performance, Professional Speaker / Trainer

Partial Client List
APRO (Associated Professionals Resource Organization)
ASBA (AZ Small Business Association) ~ AZ Sales Pros ~ ReMax Realtors
Chambers of Commerce: Scottsdale, Mesa, Phoenix ~ Various Rotary and Kiwanis Clubs
Entrepreneurial Mothers Association ~ HSP (Human Services Professionals)
HFTP (Hospitality Financial and Technology Professionals) ~ Arizona Collectors Association
ALFA (Assisted Living Federation of America – AZ Chapter) ~ Phillips 66 ~ NAWBO Scottsdale
Pre-Paid Legal Services ~ UBS Financial Services ~ Real Estate Investors Group

To discuss your next speaking engagement, get a quote, or learn about other programs

602.527.0142

Contact George Gillas
George@GeorgeGillas.com www.GeorgeGillas.com

GEORGE GILLAS
What his audience is saying...

George is a consummate pro. His insights are exceptional. Develops full trust and has the highest ethics and integrity.
Beyond all that, his techniques are very effective. I give my highest recommendation.
~ Jeff Jameson, Vice President of Human Resources at Arizona’s Children Association
George Gillas has an engaging, informative style that works very well for audiences to absorb complex information in
short order. I can tell you, I have always enjoyed his content and deep thinking on his topics around the way people
operate and why. If you get a chance to listen to George, I recommend it!
~ Micheal D Goodman, President Revenue Kinetics, LLC
I invested 2 and 1/2 days with George Gillas to attend his live NLP seminar and can tell you that it was worth the time
and money I invested. There were things in me that were reprogrammed that weekend that when I encountered certain
situations the following week, my response and my behavior changed without thinking about it.
I would give my personal recommendation to attend this session.
~ Steve Stapp, Director Sales and Marketing MasterCraft Boats, Arizona
I've known George for years and have worked with him on numerous occasions. He is a brilliant consultant and will do
anything he can to achieve the greatest results for his clients.
~ Dave Sherman, Entrepreneur and Owner Biz Pics by Dave
I have known and worked with (in various capacities and industries) George Gillas since 1977. It is with great pleasure
and high confidence that I pass on my personal recommendation of this outstanding professional. George is a highenergy speaker who has the ability to take complicated topics and make them simple to understand. He engages his
audience with thought-provoking exercises and challenging questions and proceeds to give them the tools so they can
gain the insights themselves. Some speakers on topics like mind-body connection, hypnosis, or NLP are too ethereal;
George brings it all down-to-earth and makes it understandable and real for his audience.
~ Don Freda, President and CEO STRIVE Corporation
I attended a weekend seminar on NLP conducted by George. His knowledge of the subject matter was immense and he
easily communicates that to his audience. 3 1/2 years later I still cannot drink coffee... he is quite amazing.
~ Sandra Pearson, Lead SD Analyst at American Express
George has ethics, knowledge, a warm personality, and professionalism. He only associates with the best of the best
and I've found him to be of the highest moral character. All traits that are necessary in his line of work which
sets him apart from the pack.
~ Kenneth von Hopf, Owner and Chief Technician Tech Paramedics
Thank you for a powerful presentation of amazingly useful information… personal self-induced pressure is diminished
and my spirits have lifted…
~ Betsy Hamilton, Advertising Agency Account Executive
George Gillas has an uncanny ability to connect with any type of audience, large or small, in a personal and engaging
way. I have known George for over 30 years and I constantly amazed at his vitality and vigor as it relates to whatever
topic he is addressing from the podium, from pure motivation to training. He is a master trainer and speaker and I am
confident to wholeheartedly endorse him.
~ John A. Hancherick, General Manager, MarineMax, Panama City, FL

My commitment for speaking is simple. Whether it is a keynote or a full day workshop:






I will deliver relevant content the audience can use immediately.
I will provide value for the audience’s time.
I will make myself available for questions and answers after the event.
I will reply to any questions that I cannot answer.
When appropriate and possible, I will involve the audience in exercises to increase their
understanding and absorption of the content.

